
   The Mystical Shaman
 
   Immortal Soul Line VI
   Shifting Dimensions to Retrieve Soul Artifacts

   Spirit Walking to Defeat Darkness

Shaman hail from ethereal realms where change and energy fluctuations domi-
nate the celestial landscape. Shifting between dimensions, these ancient mystics 
work their magic and learn to navigate the elusive space-time continuum. A gifted 
Shaman serves humanity by retrieving precious soul memories. By reuniting these 
fragments with the over-soul guiding an individual’s current incarnation, peace is 
obtained, and a soul’s contracted destiny can begin to unfold.



Using the gifts bestowed upon them 
through their ancient soul lineage, Sha-
man become indispensable to humanity. 

With practice, these Mystics learn how 
to move between realms, travel through 
time, shift into multiple forms, tackle the 
demons and creatures of the astral planes, 
and communicate with innumerable spe-
cies. This array of talents guarantees them 
a place of respect in many cultures around 
the world.

Having a highly active energy center lo-
cated at the third eye, the indigo vortex 
known as the sixth chakra, these souls 
excel at intuitive and meditative activities. 
With so many talents, they have many 
options when it comes to choosing how to 
use their abilities. 

Many become experts at astral and oth-
er-dimensional work doing such things 
as exorcisms, portal work, shape-shifting, 
and time manipulation. Others find they 
enjoy healing and hands-on experiences. 
Others become renowned for their dream 
interpretations and precognitive skills.



One of the challenges for the Shaman is the tendency to move in too many direc-
tions at once. Because their interests are so varied and because they’re drawn to 
exploration and adventure, they might find themselves exhausted from taking on 
too much, spreading themselves too thin, and travelling from one dimension to the 
next without proper recuperation periods.

Another temptation for the Mystical Shaman is to become reliant on mind-alter-
ing drugs. Hallucinogens and other substances can enhance the Shaman’s natural 
abilities when visiting other realms and can also expand the Shaman’s experiences 
during meditation.



While these additives may seem to help the 
Shaman gain experience and knowledge, 
they can lead to unwanted consequences. 
The Shaman may become dependent on 
them instead of developing innate abilities. 
Also, these ingredients can weaken the Sha-
man’s naturally resilient aura. 

This makes extra-dimensional trav-
el more dangerous as a damaged 
aura fails to shield the traveler 
from harm. With proper usage and 
correct intention, some drugs can 
be used, but Shaman must guard 
against the downside risks if they 
want to achieve their ultimate des-
tiny.



Do you experience vivid dreams that you want to share with close family and 
friends? Are you blessed with an active imagination that leads you into areas of ex-
tra-dimensional exploration? Do you love to travel and visit new cultures? Are you 
naturally adventurous and ready to leap into challenging situations? Are you drawn 
to communicate with and understand other creatures, animals and off-world spe-
cies?

If these ideas sound familiar and exciting, chances are good that you’ve emerged 
from the Immortal Soul Lines of the Mystical Shaman. With patience and practice, 
you’ll be able to communicate with all species through mastering eternal language, 
you’ll travel through time at will, and you’ll call many worlds home. You’ll mend the 
souls of those you love and fulfill your own priceless calling in the process!



    The Mystical Shaman is my Primary Soul Line!

    To Explore Another Soul Line,
     Click on an Icon Below.
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